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•Why do herbal history?
•Finding sources for
herbal history
•Methods and
approaches
•Techniques and skills
•What next?
Opium Poppy (Papaver somniferum)

Aims

Why do herbal
history?

a) To provide a framework for herbal history
including ways to appraise historical research
b) To identify a range of relevant archival sources
c) To outline some methods, approaches and
terminology in historical research
d) To give opportunities to transcribe a medicinal
recipe
e) To suggest further activities, support and
training
Woman with bellows. Michael Schrick, Von
allen geprenten Wassern (Nürenberg: Jobst
Gutknecht, 1530, title page). Image credit:
National Library of Medicine.

What is your interest?
• apothecaries, medieval
hospitals, plague, women’s
complaints, herb women,
domestic medicine, recipe
books, folklore, physicians,
surgeons, herbals, plant
drawings, midwives,
renaissance gardens,
humours, Culpeper, Gerard,
Turner, spices, ........

What is history?
history?
(a) setting out facts about the
past
(b) telling a story
(c) interpreting the evidence
available in a systematic way
(d) all of these
(e) none of these

Before answering this ..... try these questions
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True or false history?

(a) Witches were the healers X

(a) Witches were the healers

• TRUE Witches were more likely to be poor older women though some
young women and men were also tried in courts
• BUT Lack of evidence that witches were more knowledgeable about
treating illness than others
• AND More likely (there is evidence) that women involved in healing
were midwives who were expected to give evidence against midwives

(b) There were not enough physicians

(c) Pennyroyal was used as an abortifacient
Pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium)

(b) There were not enough physicians X
• TRUE The College of Physicians had few members and only licensed
practitioners in the London area
• BUT Most men who went to university studied medicine and that
included many clergymen
• AND The Church licensed many ‘regular’ medical practitioners,
midwives and other healers
• Recent research on probate records has shown that there were many
regular and irregular practitioners – so a local medical marketplace
Mortimer, I. (2009). The dying and the doctors: The medical revolution in seventeenth-Century England.
Woodbridge: Boydell Press.

Culpeper A Physicall Directory (1649)

Pennyroyal – Penyroyal, hot and
dry in the third degree, provokes
urine, breaks the stone in the
reins, … strengthens womens
backs, provokes the terms, easeth
their labour in child-bed, brings
away the after-birth, staies
vomiting, strengthens the brain,
(yea the very smell of it) breaks
wind and helps the vertigo (49-50)

Quincy Pharmacopoeia Officinalis
(1730)

Pennyroyal [Pulegium] – (Nervous
simples section) warm and chief
virtue is ‘absterging all Impurities
from the Womb’ (89)

Much research and some online guides to extensive archives
http://gethelp.library.upenn.edu/guides/hist/witchcraft.html

(c) Pennyroyal was used as an abortifacient X
• TRUE Pennyroyal was thought to provoke ‘terms’ or menstrual blood
flow
• BUT from classical to early modern times it was believed that women
were more ‘moist’ and ‘cold’ than men
• AND that they needed monthly bleeding or menstruation to remove
excess humours
• SO use of herbs with abortifacient properties very likely to have been
attempts to promote health

True or false?
History is

(a) setting out facts about
the past X
(b) telling a story X
(c) interpreting the
evidence available in a
systematic way
(d) all of these X
(e) none of these X

Research in the history of herbal
medicine can be broadly defined as
'systematic enquiry to understand
and explain the supply, knowledge
and use of plants incorporating
people's beliefs, knowledge and
involvement in past therapeutic
practices in the context of health
and illness'.
S. Francia & A. Stobart (Eds.), Critical approaches to the
history of western herbal medicine: from classical antiquity
to the early modern period. London: Bloomsbury, p.9.
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Finding sources for herbal history

A framework for the
history of herbal
medicine

• Talpa europea, the European mole

• Plants
• People
• Practice
S. Francia & A. Stobart (Eds.), Critical
approaches to the history of western herbal
medicine: from classical antiquity to the early
modern period. London: Bloomsbury., p. 4

Many sources for
herbal history research

Recipes

• Manuscript recipe
• Household account book
• Printed text
• Letter
• Will
• Inventory
• Others...

• Wellcome Library –
recipe collections –
digitised but not
transcribed

http://wellcomelibrary.org/about-us/about-the-collections/archives-and-manuscripts/digitised-recipebooks-project/
[Plants of medicinal value to particular human body parts], Michael Bernhard
Valentini, Medicina nov-antiqua (Francofurti ad Moenum: Joan, Maximiliani à
Sande, 1713, fol. 286). Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine.

Household accounts

Now try this one....

Fortescue household account book extract
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Extract from Fortescue account, April 1703

Printed texts

Red bayes musterseeds carroway seeds
suger candy treacle and tobacko 2 pudin bags
to the poor and for pipes
...
for aniseeds helicompane lickerish and brimstone
..
to the poor and for barm
..
for oyle of almonds
..
for things to the Apothecary

• Advice books
• Herbals
• Medical treatises
• Almanacs......

1 1 4
0 1 2
0 2 6
0 0 6

EEBO (Early English Books Online)
http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
Project Gutenberg
http://www.gutenberg.org/

0 1 0
0 3 6

Herbals

Advice books

Markham, G. (1631). The English house-wife. London:
Printed by Nicholas Okes for John Harison.

The Queen’s Closet Opened, 1659

Gerarde, I., &
Iohnson, T. (1633).
The herball or
Generall historie of
plantes. Gathered by
Iohn Gerarde of
London Master in
Chirurgerie very
much enlarged and
amended by Thomas
Iohnson citizen and
apothecarye of
London. London:
Printed by Adam
Islip Ioice Norton
and Richard
Whitakers.

Natura exenterata, or nature unbowelled by the most
exquisite anatomizers of her. (1655). London: Printed for H.
21
Twiford, G. Bedell and N. Ekins.

Gerard, J. (1597).
The herball or
general historie
of plantes
gathered by Iohn
Gerarde of
London, master
of chirurgerie.
London: Edm.
Bollifant for
[Bonham Norton
and] Iohn
Norton.

Medicinal Receipts in the Archives, June 2009

Pharmacopoeia

Other sources

• Many versions

• Wills are often available online from the National Archive
• Inventories are sometimes printed up by local historical societies
• Find your local county record office by entering post code here
https://www.gov.uk/search-local-archives

John Quincy. Pharmacopoeia Officinalis &
Extemporanea: Or, a Complete English
Dispensatory, in Four Parts. 8th ed. London: J.
Osborn and T. Longman, 1730 (title page).

Culpeper, N. (1653). Pharmacopoeia
Londinensis: or the London
dispensatory. Further adorned by the
studies and collections of the Fellowes,
now living of the said Colledg. London:
Peter Cole.
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Another
source??

Methods
and
approaches

Oil painting
by Lucas
Franchoys
(16161681)
‘The sense
of touch’
A man
removing a
plaster

• Wormwood (Artemisia
absinthum)
Wrist Plasters and Other Preparations in Seventeenth-century
Domestic Medicine

25

Methods and approaches

Jargon in history

Quantitative analysis – problem of missing records

• Early modern period
• Presentism
• Positivism
• Primary source
• Historiography
• Medieval
• BCE

Case study – detailed original sources needed
Biography – focus on an individual
Comparative – useful if more than one set of evidence
Test your jargon!

Jargon in history
• Early modern period – usually 1500-1800
• Presentism – today’s viewpoint
• Positivism – views progress based on experimental science facts
• Primary source – original document, usually pre-1800
• Historiography – study of how history is written
• Medieval – usually 500-1000
• BCE – before Common Era

Techniques
and skills

[Herbal medicines in a variety of containers] Tacuini sanitatis
Elluchasem Elimithar medici de Baldath, de sex rebus non
naturalibus, Joannem Schottum, 1531, p. 111. Courtesy of the
National Library of Medicine.
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Transcribing
medicinal recipes

Mary Pewe.
Medical
Receipts.
1637?
Courtesy of the
Wangensteen
Historical
Library of
Biology and
Medicine

• Transcriptions – need a
protocol (what to do with
missing words, punctuation,
old symbols etc)
• Online training eg English
handwriting, 1500-1700
https://www.english.cam.ac.uk
/ceres/ehoc/
• Alphabet from 16 and 17
century
http://www.marriagerecords.me.uk/reading-oldhandwriting/#.U_-cVGMXOuF

The receipt of the water for after throwes, Lord and Lady Clifford Receipt Book, 1690

Wangensteen Library, University of Minnesota The Recipes Project Food, Magic, Science, and Medicine,
http://recipes.hypotheses.org/4327

The receit of the water for affter Throwes.
Take two hanfull of Isope [hyssop] two of peneroyall and two hanfull of
Groundsell one handfull of wild mints two hanfulls of balme: These
hearbs Cleane pickt and Sume fare water put upun all these hearbs
togeather wash them Claine ['and lay them in' crossed out] then lay
them in a pott or Earthen vessell: Shred these hearbs and put them in a
quart of Spring water and let them lye in the water for a day and a
night: then still the hearbes and water togather in a rose still then let
the Glass bottle stand in the Sume Sinnce two Months Close Stopped
from andy Ayre it Makes the water mush better.
‘The Right Honorable The Lady Receipt Booke Anno Dom 1690′, p.82, Ugbrooke House, Chudleigh, Devon.
My thanks to Lord and Lady Clifford for permission to access their private archive.

The Working of Herbs
Series of 8 posts on the ‘after
throws’ recipe
http://recipes.hypotheses.org/37
97
The receit of the water for affter Throwes
Take two hanfull of Isope [hyssop] two of peneroyall and two hanfull of
Groundsell one handfull of wild mints two hanfulls of balme: These hearbs
Cleane pickt and Sume fare water put upun all these hearbs togeather
wash them Claine ['and lay them in' crossed out] then lay them in a pott or
Earthen vessell: Shred these hearbs and put them in a quart of Spring
water and let them lye in the water for a day and a night: then still the
hearbes and water togather in a rose still then let the Glass bottle stand in
the Sume Sinnce two Months Close Stopped from andy Ayre it Makes the
water mush better.

Includes a protocol for assessing
the likelihood of efficacy of a
recipe
- but note that this is not proof
that the recipe was used!

THE PROTOCOL
(1) Clarify the recipe purpose and identify the
recipe ingredients (including species and parts
of plants)
(2) Identify sources for contemporary
indications for the plants (for example based on
printed herbals or medical advice books)
(3) Locate reliable modern sources on the plant
constituents and actions (such as a referenced
monograph)
(4) Consider the extraction processes and form
of preparation, possible interaction of herbs,
and the dosage (if known)
(5) Summarise the contemporary understanding
of the plants alongside their potential efficacy
according to best scientific evidence
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What can you do?

What next?

Start a bibliography
Organise notes with keywords
Volunteer in a local Record Office

Apothecaries Rose (Rosa gallica)
See chapter on roses in Tobyn, G., Denham, A., & Whitelegg, M. (2010).
The Western herbal tradition: 2000 years of medicinal plant knowledge
Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone/ Elsevier.

More recipes to transcribe

Join the Welcome Library
Find a Centre for Medical History

Further activities

Online transcription project
diyhistory.lib.uiowa.edu/transcribe/collections/show/7
Szathmary Culinary Manuscripts and Cookbooks
• Handwritten cookbooks, ca. 1600s-1960s, documenting culinary
history in America and Europe and how tastes have changed over the
years.
• You can help improve access to these historic documents by
transcribing handwritten pages, reviewing transcriptions (look for
items marked "Needs Review"), and correcting typewritten text.

Appraise historical research
THINGS TO LOOK FOR
• References, references, references
• Need for explanation of how things came about – not just description
• Evidence – a carefully argued case – cannot make assumptions
If you spot a gap, then maybe you should do the research!
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Useful Links
Archives online
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
Gives access to archive catalogues (not always the actual documents) throughout the country including
Record Offices.
https://wellcomelibrary.org/using-the-library/subject-guides/food-and-medicine/finding-recipe-manuscriptsonline/#
Lots of original manuscript recipe books (not transcribed) can be downloaded from this site.
Medieval and early handwriting or palaeography
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/medievaldocuments/introdu
ction.aspx
Help with reading and understanding medieval documents.
http://www.english.cam.ac.uk/ceres/ehoc/index.html
English Handwriting 1500-1700: An online course by Andrew Zurcher.
Early printed medical books
http://wellcomelibrary.org/using-the-library/joining-the-library/
It is worth joining the Wellcome Library for free access online to Early English Books Online.
http://historical.medicine.yale.edu/research/electronic
Includes full versions of a number of texts digitised through Yale University including Culpeper's 1649
Physicall Directory which is the translation of the London Pharmacopoeia.
Other databases/sources online
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/source.aspx?pubid=739
Dictionary of Traded Goods and Commodities, 1550-1820.
http://gethelp.library.upenn.edu/guides/hist/witchcraft.html
Gives many sources on witchcraft research.
http://www.nursing.manchester.ac.uk/ukchnm/
Gives contacts and information for research into the history of midwifery and nursing.
Events and conferences
www.history.ac.uk/ (Institute of Historical Research)
Worth keeping an eye on this website for details of events, history resources and book reviews online.
Training
http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/history/research/centres/medicalhistory/postgraduate/ma/
There are Medical History Centres like this at many universities - they usually offer free seminars as well as
more substantial postgraduate programmes if you are aiming for grant funding for research.
Blogs
The Recipes Project: Food, Magic, Science, and Medicine at http://recipes.hypotheses.org/
This blog is contributed to by a number of active researchers in historical recipes.
Networking
There is an occasional discussion group online for active researchers in herbal history called HIST-HERBMED. If you would like to join then please write or email Anne Stobart with details of your research,
a.stobart@herbaid.co.uk.
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